Do you own an interactive cemetery map?
Does documentation management take up too much of your time?
In what way do you keep citizens informed about the cemetery, grave site
locations and funerals?
®

Axiom Memento

Software solutions for cemetery management

Who are we?
Axiom has been dealing with the development and
implementation of business GIS solutions for cemetery
management since 2002.
Our solutions have been implemented in more than 200
companies and local governments - from small ones, with only
a few people managing the cemeteries, to the largest utility
service companies, managing dozens of cemeteries with
hundreds of thousands of grave sites.
For all offered solutions our support is uncompromising and we
are always ready to receive any queries and suggestions you
might have. In the course of numerous implementations, we
have learnt a great deal about the business process in
connection with cemetery management.
The knowledge thus acquired has been transformed into
software solutions with countless features that make the
everyday easier for our customers.
In brief, this brochure presents a portion of our offer.

What do we do?
As part of the cemetery management informatisation process, we offer the
following services:
-

taking aerial photographs of the cemetery

-

creating plans (maps) of cemeteries (based on aerial photographs or
existing plans in electronic or ''paper'' form)

-

implementing the information system with the option of
ź data migration from existing records to the database of the Axiom

Memento® information system
ź binding migrated data with the cemetery plan (map)

-

info panel design

-

uncompromising user support for all our solutions

Software modules

Module for the recording of grave sites,
users and deceased
Module for the maintenance of plans (maps)
of the cemetery (GIS editor)
Module for generating, archiving and
managing documents (mini-DMS)
''Billing'' module (for mass and individual
generating of invoices and recording of payments)

''Cloud'' (webGIS) modules primarily intended
for citizens (who can use them on desktop
computers and smart phones) and field work
modules for authorised users

Cemetery info panel design
In a dignified manner, keep all visitors informed, regardless of whether they are keen
technology users or not.

Find out more about the information system Axiom Memento® as well as other solutions offered by
Axiom!
You will become convinced that our solutions and services offer unparalleled value for money. With
absolute confidence, choose Axiom – a company which has successfully been dealing with the challenges
of cemetery management informatisation since 2002.
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